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ABSTRACT
DDoS attacks are still a serious security issue on the Internet. We explore a distributed Cloud setting in which users
are mapped to servers where malicious users mapped to the
same server can thwart the performance of legitimate users.
By periodically shuffling the mapping of users to servers and
observing how this affects successfully attacked servers, the
malicious users can be identified. We use simple models to
understand how to best score these observations to identify
malicious users with well-defined levels of confidence.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The mapping between client and server can depend on
many factors, but in an environment in which there are
denial-of-service attacks, one factor driving the mapping is
to separate “legitimate” sessions from “attackers”, the latter of whom are attempting to prevent continual access by
the legitimate sessions. Attackers have various methods to
cause an interruption.
Without knowing a priori the subset of sessions who are
attackers and the remaining subset that are legitimate, the
system must monitor the existing sessions, identify servers
that are overloaded, and through this identification, try and
assess which sessions are behaving maliciously. After forming a hypothesis regarding how to classify sessions as malicious and legitimate, the system can re-map sessions to
servers such that the malicious sessions are “honey-potted”:
all sent to a small collecion of servers where they continue
their attack in the belief that they are thwarting legitimate
communication. However, the system, if working successfully, will have assigned legitimate sessions to a separate set
of servers so that they can continue their communications
in an uninterrupted fashion.
One way to formulate such a hypothesis is to periodically
shuffle the mapping of sessions to servers, and monitor the
communication performance of connections after the shuffle[1, 2]. This shuffle can be used to score sessions based on
classification of the server on which they reside. Attacking
sessions, by their own nature, should reside more frequently
on servers identified being attacked than sessions that are
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Figure 1: Client sessions map to servers through
network proxys.
legitimate. Over time, the scores of these two classes of
sessions should diverge, in effect revealing the attackers.
This paper investigates the scoring process, and uses simple models to understand how effectively the shuffling process is able to identify the attackers.

2.

MODEL AND ANALYSIS

We assume a collection of M servers and N sessions, where
sessions are mapped to servers such that each server supports approximately the same number of sessions (i.e., N/M
for the case where all sessions get mapped to servers). Let
K < N be the number of sessions in the attacking class,
who have malicious intentions. The remaining N − K sessions fall within the legitimate class.
Our initial model assumes that sessions within a class are
homogeneous, i.e., each legitimate session adds a load of 1
to a server, while each attacker adds an additional load of
ρ > 0 (i.e., an attacker’s load is 1 + ρ.) A server who hosts
v sessions, ` of which are attackers, has a load of v + `ρ.
A server identifies that it is being attacked when its load
exceeds some threshold τ . If a server is capable of hosting
M legitimate sessions, then clearly τ > M .
Since tracking resource usage per client significantly complicates difficulties system design [1], servers generally only
report back whether their workloads are under or over τ , but
do not report back the amount. Hence, we do not use the
distance from τ as an estimator for the number of attackers:
we have only a boolean value for the configuration
j of kthe
to
server: attacked or not attacked. We define A = τ −v
ρ
be the server’s attacking sensitivity, meaning the maximum
number of attack sessions before a server can identify being
attacked. Note the model leaves open the possibility that a
mix of (attacker and legitimate) sessions may result in an
allocation that is above or below the threshold, i.e., sometimes attackers may be mapped in such a way that their
attack lies “below the radar”.

Note that in this model, a server that has no attackers
should always have its load fall below τ , and a server who
serves only attackers should have a load v(1 + ρ) > τ . If this
were not the case, then either the system would always be
attacked, or would never be attacked.

2.1
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Shuffling Process

Our shuffling process is inspired by previous work proposed by Jia et al[1, 2] as Shuffling-based moving-target defense. Their idea is to shuffle the clients on compromised
servers expecting the attackers will segregate to a smaller
subset of servers. This method is further studied in [3],
where the cost of moving sessions around is considered into
optimization. In [4], the authors study the numerical evaluation of shuffling-scoring defenses by decreasing overloaded
server scores by 1, otherwise increases by 1, which is a special case of our work.
We consider a simple shuffling process in which the mapping of sessions to servers is effectively uniformly random.
Note that it may be possible to perform subsequent shufflings based on the results of earlier shuffles. However, this
“stateful” approach is significantly more complex, and we
believe that studying the simpler process to provide a baseline is essential before considering more sophisticated stateful mappings.
As the shuffling process proceeds, after s shuffles, each
session i can be described by an s-dimensional vector vi =
xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xis , with xij ∈ {0, 1} with xij = 1 indicating
that session i was placed on a server that was attacked
(above threshold) during the jth shuffle.
After each shuffle, session i can be assigned a score, γ, a
function whose input is the session’s vector, e.g., γ(xij ) =
2xij − 1, i.e., adding 1 for shuffle over threshold, subtracting
1 for each shuffle under. For simplicity, since xij is a boolean
variable, we denote γ0 and γ1 to be the value of γ(0) and
γ(1). In order to differentiate the sessions, we require γ0 6=
γ1 , and for simplicity, we assume w.l.o.g. Pγ1 > γ0 . After
s
i
s shuffles, the score of session i is γ i =
j=1 γ(xj ). We
show in Sec.2.5 that the selection of γ does not affect the
estimation.
Since attackers should appear with (perhaps slightly) higher
frequency upon servers over threshold, the scores of attackers should, over time, diverge from the scores of non-attackers.
For the remainder of this paper, we propose answers to the
following question:

(1)

A server can identify as being attacked when the number
of attacking sessions is greater than A. For a given attacking
session i, the probability that i is shuffled to a non-identified
server (xij = 0) is
qA =

A−1
X

a(v − 1, k, U, K − 1)

k=0

while the probability that i is shuffled to a attacked server
(xij = 1) is pA = 1 − qA .
For a given legitimate session i, we have the probability
of xij = 0 to be
qB =

A
X

a(v − 1, k, U − 1, K)

k=0

and the probability of xij = 1 to be pB = 1 − qB . It is easy
to see that pA > pB , as the attacking sessions have higher
probability than legitimate sessions of being detected by the
server.

2.3

Random walk model of the scores

We model the process of each session’s reputation score as
a random walk. Initially, all the sessions have score 0. There
are two types of random walk: the attacking sessions PA and
the legitimate sessions PB . After each shuffle, an attacking
session add its score by γ1 with probability pA , and γ0 with
probability qA respectively. A legitimate session will add γ1
to its score with probability pB and γ0 with probability qB
respectively.
We denote PA (s, R) (or PB (s, R)) to be the transition
probability of an attacking (or legitimate) session has reputation score R after s rounds of shuffles.
PA (s, R) = pA PA (s − 1, R − γ1 ) + qA PA (s − 1, R − γ0 )
PB (s, R) = pB PB (s − 1, R − γ1 ) + qB PB (s − 1, R − γ0 )

• What is the right scoring function to use?
• For a given choice of set size (number of sessions) and
scoring function, how many shuffles are needed to distinguish the attacking from legitimate sessions?

and PA (0, 0) = PB (0, 0) = 1.
Denote µA , µB to be the mean score E[γ(xij )] of one shuffle. For distribution PA , after s rounds of shuffles, this score
is
µsA = sµA = s(pA γ1 + qA γ0 )

(2)

s 2
(σA
) = spA qA (γ0 − γ1 )2 .

(3)

with variance
• Given a threshold value, what is the optimal set size
that should be mapped to a server?

For process PB , we have similar results:

2.2

Probablities of identifying attacks

In each shuffle, we first define a(v, k, N, K) to be the probability of having k attackers in a random selected subset of
v sessions from a set of size N sessions (with K attacking

µsB = sµB = s(pB γ1 + qB γ0 )

(4)

and the variance is
s 2
(σB
) = spB qB (γ0 − γ1 )2

(5)

2.4

Accuracy level

Each time we shuffle, processes PA and PB drift at rate
µA and µB . Assume w.l.o.g. γ1 > γ0 , and thus µA > µB .
As shuffling proceeds, the sessions in PA and PB can be separated using a decision threshold β. For each session i,
if the score γ i > β, then we can estimate the session to attacking class; otherwise γ i ≤ β and the session is estimated
to legitimate class.
We introduce the accuracy level cA and cB of the threshold estimation, defined as the probability of a given attacking session (or a legitimate session) classified correctly, e.g.,
cA = 0.99 meaning that each attacking session have been
classified to attacking class with probability 0.99, while the
remaining 0.01 probability is being classified to legitimate
class by mistake.
As the shuffle process proceeds, the distribution of scores
converges to a Gaussian distribution[5]. We estimate the
accuracy level using its standard deviation:



 s
β − µsB
µA − β
,
c
=
Φ
cA = Φ
B
s
s
σA
σB
where Φ is the CDF of the standard normal distribution.

2.5

Distinguish scores

In this section, we first answer the question of how many
shuffles are needed to separate the attacking and legitimate
session.
For given accuracy levels cA and cB , we need to find the
minimum number of shuffles s and the according decision
threshold β which satisfy the accuracy requirements. We
define the problem as
min
s.t.

Figure 2: Estimating using s∗ and β ∗
An immediate observation is that γ is scaling equivalent,
i.e., ∀k 6= 0, scaling γ0 , γ1 to kγ0 , kγ1 will have the same
solution for s∗ . Thus, we fix γ1 = 1 and take the derivative
(γ0 − 1)(pA + qA − pB − qB )
∂s∗
=
∂γ0
(pA − pB ) + (qA − qB )γ0
Because∗ pA + qA = pB + qB = 1 by definition, we always
∂s
have ∂γ
= 0. This result indicates that for any γ0 6= γ1 ,
0
the solutions are the same.
Now we consider the question of scaling the number of
servers/containers M . Intuitively, too many or too less
servers will result in no server or all server detect attacking, which make the attacking sessions less differentiated.
Let M ∗ be the optimal number of servers that minimize the
number of shuffles. We define the optimization problem as
min
s.t.

s

where s∗ is defined in (6), but now as a function of M ∗ . The
probabilities pA , qA , pB , qB in (6) are also functions of M ∗ .

s>0
s
βA = µsA − Φ−1 (cA )σA

3.

s
βB = µsB + Φ−1 (cB )σB

βA ≥ βB
where βA and βB are two decision thresholds respectively
determined by the accuracy level cA and cB , e.g., for cA =
s
and βB = µsB +
cB = 97.7%, we have βA = µsA − 2σA
s
2σB . Note that the intervals (∞, βA ) and (βB , −∞) are the
confidence intervals for the attacking and legitimate sessions
respectively. When βA ≥ βB , we can conclude that these
intervals do not overlap, and there exists a β, βA ≥ β ≥ βB
that satisfies both accuracy requirements.
By solving s and substituting (3)(5), we have the solution
of s is
!2
√
√
Φ−1 (cA ) pA qA + Φ−1 (cB ) pB qB
∗
2
s = (γ1 −γ0 )
(6)
µA − µ B

(7)

For the scoring function, we investigate by changing the
value of score function γ and see how it impacts the solu√
√
tion s∗ . Let C0 = (Φ−1 (cA ) pA qA + Φ−1 (cB ) pB qB )2 and
substitute (2)(4) to (6):

2
γ1 − γ0
s∗ = C0
(8)
(pA − pB )γ1 + (qA − qB )γ0

SIMULATION RESULT

we study a special case where N = 12000, K = 2000, M =
1000, γ1 = 1, γ0 = −1. A server can detect attacking when
there are more than A = 2 attacking sessions. cA = cB =
0.977, thus Φ−1 (cA ) = Φ−1 (cB ) ≈ 2. The number of shuffles
√
2
√
pA qA + pB qB
needed is s∗ =
≈ 41 and β ∗ ≈ −6.98. We
pA −pB
plot the score distributions (y-axis) and number of shuffles
(x-axis) in Fig.2.
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